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ABSTRACT
Beginning in 1975 striped bass sports fishermen noticed
a decrease in fish around. This decline was cause for alarm
in 1977 when few striped bass were caught from shore. Com-
mercial catch statistics showed that in 1973, 13,504,000
pounds of bass were landed. In 1979 the poundage was 3,492,000,
a significant drop of 74%.
This led to the development of state and regional striped
bass advisory committees, an N.M.F.S. and U.S. Fish and Wild-
life Emergency Action Plan and congressional appropriation
of 4.7 million dollars in 1979 to study the problem.
Well, what are the major factors that affect striped
bass populations. First, there is a natural periodicity
with cyclic dominant year class every 6, 8 and 20 years.
The last documented dominant year class was 1970.
Second, physical and chemical assaults on the striper
and its spawning potential. Landfill and pollution have
eliminated considerable portions of the stripers former breed-
ing grounds in the upper reaches of the Delaware River and
Chesapeake Bay. The Hudson River, another prime breeding
area, is closed to commercial fishing because of the high
levels of polychlorinated biphenyls (PCB) in the bass there.
Increasing numbers of deformed fish are being reported in
the hatcheries of Maryland.
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Third, the increasingly heavy fishing pressure, espe-
cially sports fishing on a decreasingly limited stock with
an incentive to keep all you catch because of no bag limits
and a high price for the fish.
Fourth, the lack of uniform and biologically sound
coastal management regulations. In Maryland you can!t keep
a bass over 15 Ibs., in R.I. under 16 inches. In New York,
commercial fishing is permitted, in Connecticut, none. So
that bass that is conserved in Connecticut, is netted when
it swims over the state line to New York.
The problem is multifactored and solutions lie in
consistent coastal management of the fish with uniform size
and bag limits. Another problem, though, is how much longer
can the striper wait?
WHERE HAVE ALL THE STRIPERS GONE?
One warm evening in July 1974, I stood waist-deep on a
sandy bar at the mouth of Narrow River in Narragansett, Rhode
Island. Narrow River, which is really a tidal estuary, was
running seaward moving great sheets of water against the in
rolling waves. The result was a tumultuous rip that swept
silversides, sand eels, baby menchaden and shrimp over the
bar, past my waders and out into the surf~ Being a saltwater
flyrod fisherman, I was in tune with the currents and the
movement of the bait fish and carefully I scanned the water
for signs of the most sought after fish of the northeast surf,
the striped bass. Suddenly some silversides showered out of
the water directly in front of me followed by several large
gulping splashes. Frantically the bait headed for the shal-
lows of the bar and soon there were fish rolling and splash-
ing all around me. It is a thrilling sight to watch stripers
feeding in the white water wash of a thundering surf and I
paused for a moment before I made my first cast. Then I
placed a bucktail streamer out to where a bass had just
exploded through the surface and was immediately fighting
a vigorous lunging fish. I had a hit on practically every
cast and caught well over 35 fish because I stopped counting
at that point and continued to catch and release many more.
Those bass averaged between two and four pounds and I released
all but two of the larger ones which I kept to provide a meal
for my family.
2I mention that particular experience because it was not
unusual to encounter such fishing in 1973 and 1974. All
along the shores of Narragansett Bay, Rhode Island from
Warwick Light to Point Judith, I caught small stripers in
abundance. In East Greenwich Bay, where I live, I would
think nothing of releasing 10 to 20 fish on an early morning
tide before I went to work. From 1972 to 1974 the shores
were full of little striped bass ranging from 12 to 20 inches
and what that indicated was that those fish were the result
of high yield breeding years and what it promised to many
fishermen was that there was going to be good striped bass
fishing for several years to come. In 1975, however, it was
apparent that there were less bass around. Unlike one
periodic lean year or two the decline continued steadily and
during 1978 and 1979 very few Rhode Island shore fishermen
caught striped bass. During the 1980 season I caught a total
of eight stripers fly fishing from shore.
Well, where have all the stripers gone? As an ecologist
(B.S. degree in ecology, University of Rhode Island) and more
significant as a striped bass fisherman for over 25 years, I
decided to research the apparent problem. My purpose was to
find out if my observations on the decline of the striper
were valid and, if so, to try to understand some of the
causative factors involved. This paper is a combination of
the scientific and the practical and has involved consider-
able research on the subject, both academic and on and in the
water chasing and catching and studying striped bass.
3First, a brief description of the fish and it~ habits.
The striped bass (morone saxa'tilis) is an anadromous fish
which means it inhabits both fresh and salt waters and
migraees from salty ocean areas to inland fresh or brackish
waters in order to breed. It is called striper or bass
north of New Jersey and rock or rockfish south of Jersey.
When a New England surf fisherman says that fish showed on
the dropping tide jus~ before daybreak, you can bet the word
fish means striper.
The striped bass of the taxonomic order Telecostei and
of the family Perchichthyidae is a strong, beautiful fish
adapted for swimming in powerful currents and for £eeding in
the surf. It gets its name from the seven to eight dark
longitudinal stripes that run along its upper sides. Darker
hued specimens are caught in rocky kelp grown areas like the
Cape Cod Canal and lighter fish are caught on the beaches.
Stripers can live to 30 years or more and grow large with SO
and even 60 pound fish taken each year. The average shore
c'aught striper, however, is much smaller. The current worLd
all-tackle record is 76 pounds and bass up to 125 pounds have
been netted in North Carolina. Most of the larger fish are
females, the males rarely exceeding 25 pounds.
The stripers natural range on the east coast is from the
St. Lawrence River in Canado to the St. Johns River in Florida.
Fresh water, landlocked bass are found in th.e Kerr Reservoir
on the Virginia-North Carolina border and in the Santee Cooper
4Reservoir in South Carolina. A small population of fish live
along the Gulf Coast from Florida to Louisiana. East coast
stripers were transplanted to the west coast San Francisco
Bay in the late 1800's and bass now range from southern
California to the Columbia'River on the Oregon-Washington
border.
This paper will focus on the east coast striper whose
major spawning grounds are the branches of the upper Chesa-
peake Bay watershed, the Hudson River, the Roanoke River,
and estuaries of Albemarle and Pamlico Sounds in North
Carolina. Spawning occurs in the spring when water tempe-
ratures reach between 15.6° to 20.SoC (60 0 to 68.9°F).
Optimum salinity ranges from 0 to 4 parts per thousand.
Female striped bass begin to mature sexually when they are
four years old and measure 45 centimeters (approximately 18
inches). By six years of age, or 60 centimeters (approxi-
mately 24 inches) 9S% of females are capable of spawning.
Bass have a high fecundity and lay enormous numbers of eggs
which are slightly denser than water, thus are semi-buoyant.
The eggs require a current to keep them suspended or else
they will settle to the bottom and expire. The fertilized
eggs hatch within 48 to 60 hours and the laval and juvenial
forms develop and remain in the estuarine nursery waters
until they are two years of age, approximately 24 centimeters
(10 inches) long. Studies have shown that most stripers tend
to spawn in the same area that they were spawned in similar
to salmon.
5There has been considerable research on the migratory
patterns of striped bass beginning with the study by Daniel
Merriman l published in the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service
Fishery Bulletin, 1941. That classic work established, through
tagging techniques, that the New England migratory stripers
originated chiefly in the latitude of Chesapeake and Delaware
Bays and that the migrating fish were 90% females. Merriman
also documented the concept of dominant year class of which
I will say more later. All studies confirm the fact that
after two years in the estuarine waters of the mid-Atlantic
coastal states, the young female striped bass join older
females and in early spring move northward along the coast.
The young and non-breeding females appear to migrate first
and arrive in New England as the "School bass ll of late April
and early May. I usually have caught my first bass of the
season around April 20th. The larger breeding females arrive
by late May and arc erroneously called the "Bull bass." Most
'·of the male bass remain behind and have limited local migra-
tions.
Practically all the stripers that reach New England
originate in the Chesapeake Bay watershed. It should be noted
that several tagging studies have shown that most of the
Chesapeake Bay striper population do not undertake the
extensive coastwise migration, but spend the summer and
IDaniel Merriman, "Studies on the Striped Bass of the
Atlantic Coast," Fishery Bulletin of the U.S. Fish and wild-
life Service 50, vol. 35, 1941.
6fall in the open area waters and large tributaries of the
Bay. Merriman made note in his study that stripers probably
bred in the Hudson River, the Delaware River and the Parker
River in Massachusetts because nursery size bass were netted
in those rivers. However, it wasn't until years later that
the Hudson River was firmly established as a prime breeding
area for local striped bass. Studies have confirmed that the
Hudson River fish have a migratory pattern that is limited to
the New Jersey coast south and the eastern end of Long Island
north, with some entering New England. There are reported
resident populations of stripers in the Gulf of St. Lawrence,
Canada and a large separate stock that remain in the waters
south of Virginia.
The migrating stripers travel in schools of similar size
fish and move along the coast seldom venturing more than five
miles offshore. They spread out in their summer feeding
grounds chasing baitfish, squid and crustaceans and in the
autumn regroup into large schools to return south or to ascend
the Hudson to winter over. The latest in the season that I
have caught large stripers in Rhode Island has been November
11th, a 49-1/2 pound fish, however, the smaller school bass
are caught up to December.
Well, has the east coast striper really declined and,
if so, how much? To answer that question I started by obtain-
ing striped bass commercial catch statistics as compiled by
the Department of Commerce, National Marine Fishery Service.
7There are also alleged recreational catch statistics, but
they have to be grossly inaccurate since most recreational
bass fishermen and even charter boat fishermen have never
had their catch counted for statistical purposes. Even the
commercial statistics are more an approximation than fact
since I know many bass are sold that do not get counted.
However, even an approximation can give an idea of trends
and overall supply.
TABLE 1
u.s. COMMERCIAL LANDINGS OF
STRJPED BASS BY YEAR2
Year
1972
1913
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
Pounds Landed
8,943,000
13,504,000
11,211,000
8,604,000
5,,838,000
5,140,000
4,497,000
3,492,000
These statistics represent primarily east coast fish
since the west coast prohibits commercial fishing for striped
bass and the Gulf Coast catch is minimal. Note that from
1973 to 1979 the catch of stripers went from 13,504,000 to
3,492,000, a drop of 74% which is a significant loss.
Because Maryland has a major commercial striped bass
fishery and is located on Chesapeake Bay, I felt statistics
2Current Fishery Statistics Bulletin, Fisheries of the
u.s. 1972-1979, National Marine Fisheries Service, u.s. Dept.
of Commerce, Washington, D.C.
8from Maryland would be a more accurate barometer of f1uctua-
tions in numbers of both the resident fish of Chesapeake
Bay and the migrant stocks that supply New England.
TABLE 2
COMMERCIAL STRIPED BASS LANDINGS, STATE OF MARYLAND
BY yEAR3
Year
1972
1973
1974
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
Pounds Landed
3,229,100
4,471,512
3,502,500
2,896,820
1,897,559
1,815,545
1,265,304
946,313
From a maximum of 4,471,512 in 1973 the commercial catch
in Maryland has dropped to 946,313 which figures out to a 79%
loss. I would think that such a high loss would be cause
for alarm and from what I have read and heard, it has been.
The Maryland figures accurately and graphically show
what fishermen have been observing all along the northeast
coast. Veteran bass fishermen state that fishing has never
been so poor. The annual striped bass fishing seminar held
by the Rhody Salt Water Flyrodders in Newport was terminated
in 1975 because of lack of fish, the striped bass tournaments
in Rhode Island have shown a drastic decline in bass entries
3Current Fisheries Statistics Bulletin, Maryland Land-
ings, Annual Summaries, 1972-79, National Marine Fisheries
Service, u.s. Dept. of Co~uerce, Washington, D.C.
9and the sports fishing writers, coastal newspapers and fish-
ing magazines have all attested to the serious decline in
striped bass. Individual states have established citizen
advisory committees and the federal government has acknow-
ledged the problem through emergency striped bass studies
and passage of a bill to appropriate money for further striper
research. All the evidence is convincing that there is an
extremely serious loss in the east coast striped bass popula-
tion, that the decline has been progressive each year since
1973, and if the trend continues the striper will become an
endangered species, if it is not already.
At this point it is necessary to discuss the concept of
year class and periodicity. A characteristic of living
organisms is the cyclic nature of both the individual and
its population. There is the wake-sleep cycle, the youth-
adult cycle, the reproductive cycle and the life-death cycle.
There are population excesses like deer, zooplankton or
locusts and population depletions like whales, bison and,
currently, stripers. There are also population extinctions
like the ancient mammoth, the great auk and the passenger
pidgeon. Fluctuations in numbers of a given animal can be
a natural phenomenon or a man-imposed result.
For our purposes a year class is simply the members of
a given species (striped bass) that were born during a parti-
cular season, survived and grew to the point where they could
join the previously existing members of the species and be
counted (recruitment). It could be compared to a graduating
10
class of high school seniors identified by their year, their
numbers and their transition into the adult world. If the
numbers of individuals in a particular year class signifi-
cantly exceeds previous year classes, it is called a dominant
year class and in the case of sports and commercial fish,
like the striped bass, provides a good fishery for subsequent
years. Merriman made note of the dominant year class of 1934
that provided superb striper fishing for the rest of the
1930's and into the 1940's. He also made note of the fact
that prior to the dominant year class of 1934 striped bass
were sparse and he suggested a correlation between a dominant
year class and a small population of spawning fish. This
correlation has actually been substantiated by later, more
sophisticated studies. Statistical and applied mathematical
models have indicated that the less number of females present
to breed actually contributes to a better survival of the
young and having a larger number of females leads to a
greater density dependent mortality.
A good study of striped bass cycles and year class was
published in 1979 by Van Winkle, Kirk and Rust. 4 Their con-
elusions are summarized as follows. Atlantic coast striped
bass were examined for periodicities in the appearance of
dominant year classes using commercial fisheries data. Using
4W. Van Winkle, Kirk and Rust, "Periodicities in Atlantic
Coast Striped Bass (Marone Saxatilis)," Journal Fisheries
Research Board of Canada, vol. 36, no. 1, Jan. 1979.
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autocorrelation and spectral-analysis techniques, statisti-
cally significant periodicities of approximately 20 years
and of 6 to 8 years are common for most states. The period-
icities, however, are not very pronounced, nor simple and it
is difficult to isolate the causative factors which appear to
be density independent environmental factors enhancing survival
of the young rather than any intrinsic characteristic of the
life cycle of the striped bass. So basically they confirm
6, 8 and 20 year periodic dominant year ,classes, which they
attribute to external environmental causes, however, they
caution against anticipation that these cycles will occur
with regularity.
The last apparent dominant year class was in 1970 with
the fish beginning to appear on the coast in 1973 and pro-
viding the fantastic flyrod fishing that I experienced in
1973 and 1974. These fish have continued to provide out-
standing fishing but in localized areas for a limited number
of anglers about which I will say more later. So far there
has been no repeat of the 6 or 8 year cycle since neither'
1976 or 1978 provided dominant year classes and I certainly
hope we do not have to wait for the 20 year cyclic period.
The fact that dominant year classes have followed periods
of scarcity is reassuring although there is no factual evi-
dence that the scarcity of the past was as low as it is now.
I really question whether the stripers of today can rebound
from this diminished point without some management help.
12
To understand the factors that affect the striped bass
fishery, we need to appreciate the fact that the striped bass
inhabits the coastal areas most accessible to the small fish-
ing boat fleet and being an inshore feeder is also reached by
the shore fisherman. Stripers feed near rocks, along jetties,
in coves, up tidal rivers, in salt water "ponds", throughout
marshland creeks and they forage all along the open ocean
front. Stripers migrate to and lie over in the same locations
year after year and their feeding spots are well known. If
bass are around, there is practically a 24 hour vigil of
fishermen waiting for them to feed. There is an early morn-
ing shift that starts before dawn and is often just returning
to port when the next shift is checking their lines and hooks
for the afternoon and evening pursuit. Add to this the all-
night Shift, the diehards who prefer to hunt bass by dark,
and some regulars who just fish the optimum tides and you
have the diminishing striped bass being sought, hunted,
fished and caught around the clock. Since stripers often
feed in the same place and on the same tide for several days,
word soon gets out and the rush is on. In many of the pro-
ductive shore feeding spots, it was not uncommon to wait in
line for a vacancy on the rock or on the breachway in order
to fish. I have seen so many boats over a school of large
bass that it was impossible to cast out a lure or a bait
very far for fear it would land in another boat.
Contributing to the intensity of striped bass fishing
is the increasing numbers of bass fishermen. In order to
13
visualize this and to support my own personal observations,
I again went to statistics. The best data I could find on
marine recreational fishing were the national saltwater
angling surveys conducted every five years by the National
Marine Fisheries Service and the U.S. Bureau of Sport Fisher-
ies and Wildlife. Again, this type of data has to be looked
upon as just an approximation.
TABLE 3
TOTAL NUMBER OF STRIPED BASS SPORTS FISHERMEN
IN THE U.S. BY 5 YEAR PERIODS S
Year
1965
1970
1975
Number
866,000
946,000
1,050,000
% Increase
9%
11%
Let me also add at this point that the total expendi-
tures by striped bass fishermen in 1975 for fishing tackle,
boats, motors, marinas, fuel, travel lodging, bait and
miscellaneous expenses was figured to be $650 million dollars.
Surveys and estimates of the number of striped bass fishermen
in Rhode Island during the mid-1970's point to about 50,000 6
5Salt Water Angling Surveys 1965, 1970, 1975. Fish
and Wildlife Service - u.S. Department of Interior and
National Marine Fishing Service, u.s. Department of
Commerce, Washington, D.C.
6peter Marx, "The Attitudes and Perceptions of Rod
and Reel Fishermen: An Analysis of Rhode Island's Striped
Bass Fishery. II Master's degree thesis, University of
Rhode Island, 1980.
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and Rhode Island is a small state. So you can now appre-
ciate that recreational sports fishing for striped bass is
no small event.
The shore fishermen have caught their share of bass,bu~
it has been the development of modern boat fishing that has
slaughtered the big stripers. Now you might say how can
boat fishing deple'te the vast numbers of striped bass. Well
it has happened because first there are more boat fishermen
now than ever before. Second, the knowledgeable bass men
keep an ong-oing monitor over t.he schools of fish, where they
are and when they are feeding. Third, and most significant,
we know now what big bass feed on best and that is a live
bait swimming over them. Using live bait, of course, is
really not new as lobsters, eels and clam worms have been
used for decades, but their use was limited in numbers and
presentation. The live bait fishing of years ago was mainly
from selected points on shore. Boat fishing of the past
involved trolling either clam worms, lures, or eel skin rigs
and drifting usually with live eels. The modern use of live
bait, however, is a rather sophisticated development from the
obtaining of a variety of fast swimming bai~s, to keeping
them a~ive in special built aerated bait tanks while racing
off to the striper grounds in high speed runabouts or open
fishermen models, the so-called fishing machines.
Live bait is used more now for striper fishing than
ever before, alewives (herring, buckies) in the spring,
menhaden (bunker,pogies), mackerel and eels in the summer
and fall. Menhaden has been used as bait for marry years
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but mainly cut and fished on the bottom or chunked and thrown
out as chum. Live menhaden fishing, on the other hand, is
a different sport. A live menhaden vibrating just under the
surface is the most deadly device for enticing a big bass to
strike. If the bass are present, they will usually hit a
live menhaden regardless of the time of day, the tide, the
weather or all the other factors that we used to weigh so
carefully when planning our fishing strategy. Drifting
live menhaden has decimated the large striper population.
I have seen it. I have participated in it. I have been in
boats so full of menhaden caught bass that there was hardly
room to stand. Boats that would ride low to the water due
to the hundreds of pounds of fish piled in them. I have
seen a few boats using live menhaden clean out a school of
large bass, everyone catching so many fish that they were
actually tired of catching them. Boats using lures caught
nothing and either watched or took off to try and obtain
some menhaden.
Donlt underestimate the sports fishing kill of striped
bass. According to National Marine Fisheries statistics,
the sports fishing catch far exceeds the commercial catch.
In 1970 the combined catch of striped bass was 86,140,000
pounds out of which 75,000,000 pounds, or 88%, was attri-
buted to sports fishing and 10,140,000 pounds represented
commercial landings. 7 From the data that I have thus
7U. S . Ocean Policy in the 1970's Status and Issues.
Table 3-2. Recreational and Commercial Catch of Selected
Fisheries 1970, Page 111-4. U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Oct. 1978.
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far presented, you can appreciate the tremendous sports
fishing pressures exerted on the striped bass stocks and
from personal observations and the observations of other
veteran bass fishermen I contend that the striped bass are
being fished out.
A third major factor that has an effect on striped bass
populations is netting. The effect is more noticeable on
a regional basis than coastwide because some states allow
netting of bass and others don't. I really don't think
the average sports fisherman is aware of the numbers of bass
that have been hauled in by seines or fish traps, nor do I
think the national statistics reflect accurately the numbers
of bass netted. Seiners work quietly and deliberately, often
at night, or on a weekday when they are less apt to be
noticed. I have watched the seiners working at Kitty Hawk
on Cape Hatteras. They would place the nets out after dark
and pull them late into the night and early morning. It was
2:00 a.m. when I watched the fish laden nets hauled up on
the beach and the fish loaded into the waiting trucks. Many
of us have seen pictures of the enormous stripers that have
been taken by the nets in North Carolina. These fish, how-
ever, are apparently not the migrating fish of the northeast
coast and judging from their size have been around long
enough to have laid millions of eggs to help maintain the
striper population.
In Rhode Island, where I have had personal observation,
the bass that are netted are the smaller fish called schoolies.
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These are those young females that I mentioned earlier that
migrate from the Chesapeake. Rhode Island allows the netting
of stripers only in pound nets or fish traps. These are
entrapping structures in which a leader perpendicular to the
shore diverts the school of fish into the head where they
become corralled and confined. In the 1950's legislation
was passed to move the leader out from the shore during the
fall migration so it would not divert so many small bass
into the traps. In spite of a law prohibiting seining of
striped bass in Rhode Island, some local natives know exactly
where to place their illegal nets when the school bass
congregate along the shore in the fall. In years past I
have seen boats and pick-up trucks filled with small bass
being unloaded and sold at the fish processing plants in
southern Rhode Island.
At this point I would like to briefly examine the com-
mercial fishery for striped bass along the northeast and
mid-Atlantic coast. Maryland takes the major commercial
catch of stripers and permits fishing by any gear except
purse seining and otter trawls. About 80% of Maryland's
catch is by gill nets with the peak harvest usually made in
February, March and April just before the spawning season.
Virginia follows second with similar laws and otter trawl
fishing permitted offshore. Virginia's peak harvest is
usually similar to Maryland's, just before spawning time.
New Jersey permits the sale of recreational catches and
allows commercial fishing for bass outside of the three
18
mile state jurisdictional limit. In New Jersey the commer-
cial catch usually peak.s in November and December. New York
has the largest oommercial catch of the northexn coastal
states and permits virtually all commercial methods, haul
seining, gillnetting, fish traps and otter trawls. Haul
seining accounts for the majority of fish taken with a minor
peak catch around June and a major peak in October and
November. Connecticut, adjacent to New York, allows no
commercial fishing or selling of striped bass. Rhode Island,
adjacent to Connecticut, allows not only the sale of recrea-
tional catches, but the commercial use of pound nets {fish
traps) . (Rhode Island has two peaks--one around May and the
other in October.) Massachusetts, New Hampshire and Maine
allow the sale of recreational catches and incidental catches
of striped bass in nets set for other species but prohibit
direct commercial fishing.
So as you can see there is a diversity of commercial
fishing methods that vary as the striper moveS across state
lines from Maryland to Maine. It is obvious from the harvest
peaks that netting in Rhode Island, New York and New Jersey
deplete the migratory female bass, especially during the fall
when the fish are schooled up and moving south along the
shore. Commercial netting in Maryland and Virginia takea
advantag,e of th.e concentration of fish as t.hey move into and
up the Chesapeake Bay in prep.aration to spawn. Netting
affects not only the numbers of bass in a given location, as
whole schools can and are taken in seines, but also along
19
the northeast coast reduces the numbers of small female fish
that would have grown into the breeders of the future.
The fourth major factor that needs to be considered is
chemical and physical assaults on the striped bass and its
environment. Let me start off by stating that striped bass
appear to tolerate a lot of pollution. I have seen stripers
caught from the East River and the Hudson River along Man-
hattan's paved shores. They were taken out of waters that
were brown, oily, full of garbage and reeking with the odor
of sewage, yet those stripers hit worms on the bottom,
fought well and looked healthy. The Hudson River along New
York's west side receives industrial waste spillage, sewage,
garbage, trash, rain run-off from the streets, silt, oil and
probably even noxious gases that get absorbed from adjacent
polluted air. Some days the water is grey, some days brown,
some days a dull yellow. It is seldom clear, yet in the
four years that I lived on the west side I never saw a striper
fish kill. In fact, great numbers of stripers have migrated
through New York harbour and up the Hudson to winter over
and breed in the upper reaches of that great estuary.
Are harmful substances dumped into our coastal waters,
of course they are. Are they in sufficient quantity to be
toxic to striped bass; I'm not sure. Toxic means injurious
to life and reproduction and certain substances in sufficient
concentration in water have been shown to be toxic to fish.
These include hydrocarbons, metallic salts, acids, alkalies,
halogens, insecticides and other chemical compounds like
rotenone. All along the northeast coast, especially in the
20
highly industrialized urban regions are tidal rivers,
estuaries and bays that are highly polluted and unlike the
Hudson bass do not live in them. Narragansett Bay, for
example, opens out into the clean Atlantic Ocean at one end
and connects to the polluted Providence River at the oppo-
site end. Stripers are caught all along the bay at the
ocean end, but none are caught in the waters around Providence.
A conclusion that could be drawn is that the Providence River,
with its high content of industrial pollutants (jewelry
industry) and the chlorine treated effluent from the Provi-
dence Sewage Treatment Plant, that empties into the upper
bay, are toxic to stripers and they avoid the area. How
many other waters that could hold stripers are in the same
condition? The lower Susquehanna and the Potomac River were
once major spawning areas. The Delaware River held popula-
tions of juvenile bass and was once considered a prime spawn-
ing area.
Reports coming out of the University of Maryland Sea
Grant program8 are showing that a high percentage of striped
bass eggs are infertile and of those that hatch many' of the
larvae are not viable or develop into crippled and deformed
fry. Chemical agents are suspected, especially chlorinated
hydrocarbons which are found in high levels around Baltimore
Harbor. Polychlorinated biphenyl (PCB) has caused parts of
8Taylor Walsh, "Learning More About the Striped Bass,"
Sea Grant Today, vol. 10, no. 5, September 1980, pp. 12-
14.
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the Hudson River to be closed to commercial fishing because
of its high concentration in stripers and eels. PCB has a
cancer causing effect on laboratory animals and the Federal
Drug Administration permissible level in food for human
consumption is 2 parts per million. Hudson River stripers
have 14 parts per million.
Entrainment means the capture and inclusion of organisms
into the cooling system circulation of power plants. An
excellent study on the effects of entrainment is titled
Power Plant Entrainment, A Biological Assessment, edited by
J. R. Schubel. 9 Enormous volumes of estuary or ocean water
is sucked into power plants to form a cooling system and then,
when heated, released back into the river, bay or canal. A
power plant can be considered a predator whose field includes
striped bass up to 3 em. in length. As I previously mentioned,
bass eggs are buoyant and need to drift with the currents to
avoid settling. This means that they are easily swept into
the inflow currents of the power plant. The same holds for
the larvae and small fry. The lethal effects of entrainment
on striped bass eggs and larvae include a rapid temperature
change of over 10°C in seconds, physical shearing, abrasion
and pressure forces as they are swept along and then the shock
of being dumped back into cold water when they exit. Studies
9J. R. Schubel, Power Plant Entrainment, A Biological
Assessment, Academic Press, 1978.
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have shown a 100% striped bass egg mortality from t.he Vienna,
Maryland power plant and a 54% mortality of bass larvae pass-
ing through the Indian Point plant an the Hudson River. So
add another component to the assault on the striper.
How mueh of the stripers breeding grounds have been eli-
minated due to land filling, dumping and dam construction?
I don't really know. That would take a more focused study,
but I have read references to the striped bass breeding in
most of ~he estuary systems along the northeast coas~ from
the Parker River in Massacnusetts to the Potomac River in
Virginia and Maryland. You can count on one hand noW the
major striper breeding areas left.
Well, so far I have pointed out four factors that affect
striped bass populations.
1. Natural periodicity
2. Heavy sports fishing pressure
3. Commercial fishing
4. Physical and chemical assaults on the striper
and its spawning potential
I now want to add the last factor which is no uniform coastal
management.
A striper migrating north from Chesapeake Bay would be
affected by the following jurisdictions:
Maryland -- size 12 in.min.~ 15 lb. max.-limit 1 fish
per day over 15 Ibs. Conunercial fishing permitted.
virgini~ size 14 in. min. - 40 in. max.-limit 2 fish
over 40 in per day. Commercial fishing permitted.
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Delaware -- size 12 in. - 20 Ibs. max. - limit none
Commercial fishing permitted.
New Jersey -- size 18 in. min. - no max. - limit 10
fish per day. No commercial fishing in terri-
torial waters.
New York -- size 16 in. min. - no max. - ho limit
Commercial fishing permitted.
Connecticut -- size 16 in. min. - no max. - no limit
No commercial fishing.
Rhode Island -- size 16 in. min. - no max. - no limit
Commercial fishing restricted to fish traps.
The rest of New England, from Massachusetts to Maine, has a
16 in. min (except Maine), no maximum, no limit and allows
no commercial fishing specifically for stripers.
So if I were a striper over 15 1bs. I would stay in Mary-
land, over 20 lbs. I'd stay in Delaware, and over 25 Ibs.,
Virginia. If I were under 12 inches, I would remain in Mary-
land, under 16 inches, New York and New England and if under
18 inches, I'd stay in New Jersey. I would avoid New York
because of the unlimited commercial fishing and hang around
the territorial waters of Connecticut and New Jersey where I
would be safe from the nets.
What this hodgepodge of regulations does is, in effect,
defeat the conservation and management efforts of the other
states. Where the Chesapeake Bay states try to conserve the
large breeders by having a maximum size limit, the New England
states and New York nullify their purpose by keeping all the
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large bass they can catch. Where most of New England and
New Jersey, by prohibiting commercial fishing, try to conserve
the stocks of young migrating fish they only conserve the
fish for the nets of New York and Maryland. An 18 inch
minimum size limit saves the fish until they can be caught
in a state with a 16 inch limit and so on.
Well, what has been done and what can be done to halt
the decline of striped bass and restore the fishing. Alarmed
by the demise of their favorite sport, fishermen spoke out
and organized movements, like Stripers Unlimited and Save
the Stripers. Outdoor writers, newspapers and fishing
magazines publicized the crisis. In 1977 a striped bass
workshop was held in Baltimore, Maryland. State and regional
citizens advisory committees were set up to develop a striped
bass management plan for the east coast. An Emergency Striped
Bass Action Plan was developed by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife
Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service. In 1979
Congress appropriated 4.7 million dollars to study striped
bass over a three year period. This was initiated as an
amendment to the Anadromous Fish Conservation Act sponsored
by Senator John Chafee of Rhode Island.
In spite of all the meetings, conferences, committees,
studies, publications and money, the striped bass continues
to decline. Money is often used as a solution especially by
the federal government, yet it seldom solves the problem that
it is designated for. The danger in appropriating sums of
money to agencies and committees and generating studies and
2S
reports is that it gives the illusion that something is being
done. In the end we are often left with a lot of dOGurnents
and conference expenses while the actual problem either con-
tinues or is dealt with by some other action.
There have been volumes and volumes of research done on
the striped bass. There is a bibliography of striped bass
research lO in the University of Rhode Island School of
Oceanography Library that is almost two inches thick and
contains hundreds of publications. The striper has been
studied by federal agencies, state organizations, universi-
ties, private industry and individ.ual fisherman. We know
how it breeds, when it breeds, where it ~reeds, its migratory
patterns, its natural history, its ecology, its physiology,
its embryology, etc., etc. We know how to catch them, where
to catch them and when to catch them. What we really don't
need now with the critical state of depletion that the fish
are in is a diversion to more research. What we do need now
is proper management based on current scientific knowledge.
The mechanisms for implementing a sound management plan
are already set up in the Regional Striped Bass Advisory
Committee, the Regional Fishery Management Councils, the
coastal states legislatures and their enforcement agencies.
If these regional councils and involved coastal states can
lOBruce A. Rogers and Deborah Westin. A Bibliograehy
on the Biology of the Striped Bass. Morane saxatilis.
Marine Experiment Station, University of Rhode Island,
Technical Report No. 37.
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not work out a sound plan within a reasonable amount of time
(the problem has now been discussed for over four years) then
a coastal migratory fish conservation act, aimed at conserving
the striped bass, should be considered by Congress and federal
regulations established.
Now what should be the elements of a sound management
policy based on our knowledge of the striper. First of all,
coastal management should be uniform and apply to the whole
east coast from Maine to Florida. This is based on the fact
that the striper is not endogenous to any particular state,
but migrates freely through state jurisdictional boundaries.
A minimum size should be established based on maintaining
the stripers breeding capabilities. At 18 inches, female
bass are just beginning to sexually mature and by 24 inches,
most of them are capable of spawning. A 20 inch minimum size
(approximately 4 lb. male and 5 lb. female fish) would allow
some of the smaller females to spawn at least once. A maxi-
mum size limit is not necessary if there is effective manage-
ment of how many large fish can be kept, since large breeding
females can compensate for scarcity in breeding fish available
by the huge numbers of eggs one female can lay.
This brings me to possession limits. A limit on the
numbers of bass an individual or boat can keep is long over-
due. This is not only to conserve the present diminishing
stocks, but to provide harvest equity for a regional living
resource. If a school of 30 striped bass are holding in an
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area and two boats happen to be there when those fish feed
and catch 25 of them, then there are 5 bass left for the
dozens of boats and hundreds of fishermen who might encounter
that school later along the coast. Those 5 fish are going to
provide meager fishing and the odds of them surviving to breed
are slim. Now if there was a limit on the number of bass
those two boats could keep, say 3 fish per boat, then 6 fish
would have been taken. That would leave 24 fish available
and immediately the outlook is better both for future fishing
and for the survival of the species.
A simplistic description true, a theoretical one--no.
Last May (1980) a migrating school of large stripers moved
into the north end rip of Block Island. Boats were taking
up to 15 big fish a night drifting live bait and there was a
steady procession each morning to the fish plants to sell the
bass. This went on night after night for several weeks into
June and the school was eventually decimated. Although I can
not prove it, my intuitive feeling is that those fish were
holding in the Block Island rips because of the available
food prior to moving on to the outer Cape Cod beaches and
islands. Unfortunately, many did not proceed and the Cape
had a poor catch of big bass last year. Two years ago a
large school of big fish moved into the outer Cape Beach
and provided a fishing blitz for the Cape Cod fishermen.
The case was reversed, and Rhode Island had a poor fall
migration of large fish that year. So the concept of equity
and sharing a migratory resource has to be considered in any
discussion on management.
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As a starting point I would propose the. limit to be one
bass over 15 lbs. and three bass under 15 Ibs. per fisherman,
per 24 hour period. The limit would apply to fish kept and
on possession. There would, of course, be no restriction on
how many bass a fisherman could enjoy catching and return to
the water. The reasons that I have proposed these limits are
based on resource economic principles and one bass over 15
lbs. is sufficient to feed an average family and three bass
under 15 Ibs. likewise. A 15 lb. bass provides about 8 lbs ..
of cleaned fillets which is enough for a cQuple of meals with
some left over for freezing. Three school bas.s of SIbs.
each would provide al~ost the same amount. Needless to say,
larger fish would yield proportionately more food. A 30 lb.
striper would yield about 18 lbs. of food which can provide
a lot of meals.
The management of commercial fishing for stripers raises
other issues. With the present depleted condition 'that the
stock is in, there is no doubt in my mind that there should
be an immediate halt to all coastwide. commercial fishing and
selling of bass. This would apply to the commercial bass
sports fisherman who in the aggregate probably take and sell
more bass in the region north of New Jersey than the netters,
ahd who look at the bass as an opportunistic object to make
money on because of the high sale price.
A moratorium on commercial fishing would accomplish
several goals. It would conserve the numbers of present fish
available for breeding potential. It would allow time for
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proper coastwide study of ~he stocks and possibly maximum
allowable and maximum sustainable yields could be determined
so that economically and biologically sound harvesting pro-
grams can be developed. Third, it would give some time to
delve into the dispute over whether the striped bass should
be a hOOK and line fish only. This would include appraising
its economic impact as a sports fish as compared to its com-
mercial value. In the meantime, there should be a coastwide
moratorium on commercial fishing and selling of striped bass
until there is solid evidence of recovery in the fish.
It goes without saying and I am sure it will not be an
easy accompli~hment, but all known striper spawning areas
should be rigidly protected from further pollution, from
further landfill, and from any other physical alterations
such as construction of dams, piers, and power plants. All
the spawning grounds should be closed to any type of fishing
during the spawning period. This should be rigidly enforced
and patrolled to prevent any illegal harm to the breeding
fish.
In summary, a sound management plan, based on the cur-
rent status and our current scientific knowledge of the
striper should include:
1. Looking at the fish from a r,egional point of
view ra~her than from an individual state's
opinion and development of coastwide management
regu la t iema .
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2. A minimum snout to fork length of 20 inches.
3. A limit of one bass over 15 Ibs. per fisherman
per 24 hour period.
4. A limit of three bass under 15 lbs. per fisherman
per 24 hour period.
5. No selling of striped bass (by sports fishermen)
allowed.
6. A t.emporary halt to all commercial fishing for
stripers until sustainable yields can be deter-
mined and there is solid evidence of recQvery in
the fishery.
7. Rigid enforcement and protection from fishing,
alteration and pOllution in the stripers spawning
grounds.
In the June 1979 National Fisherman is an article
titled liMO Watermen Give T'ime, Money to Build a Striped
Bass Hatchery. ",II If you remembered ear lier, I said that
appropriating large sums of money to study a problem can
give the illusion of something being done, while the prob=
lem is solved by some other action often at a local level
by Concerned citizens. The effort of the concerned Cecil
Harford Counties Watermen's Asso~iation and other volunteers
through their own time and money to convert and develop
striped bass hatchery ponds in Elkton, Maryland is a good
ll"MD Watermen Give Time, Money to Build a Striped
Bass Hatchery," National Fisherman, June 1979.
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example of such an action being taken. During the first
year, 1978, they were able to raise 5,000 to 10,000 young
bass in two ponds and release them into Chesapeake Bay at
the bead of the Elk River. Last year, 20,000 were released
and it is estimated that the hatchery could turn out over
100,000 young stripers annually. What is interesting is
that this was a voluntary initiative by a local group who
were initially denied funds by the Md. Department of
National ResQurces to develop their ideas.
Recognizing the value of salmon, both commercially and
economically, western states, like Oregon, have developed
an extensive system of salmon hatcheries on their breeding
streams to help insure a yearly return of the fish. Size,
bag limits, and seasons are strictly enforced. Thus the
fish are managed. The striped bass is an anadromous fish,
just like the salmon, and returns to its birth waters to
spawn. Development of a hatchery system along the, east coas't
for stripers would be a major step in proper management and
augmentation of the natural stocks.
In the winter of 1973-74 the state of Rhode rsland con-
ducted an overwintering survey on striped bass in Pettaquam-
12
scutt River in southern R.I. Eleven adult bass were taken
between December 1973 and April 1974. The fish ranged from
12pettaquams.cutt River Overwintering striped Bass,
Marine Sport Fishery Investigations, Project No. F-26-R~9,
Dept. of ~atural ResourceS, State of Rhode Island.
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7 Ibs. to 38 Ibs. Besides documenting continued overwintering
of bass in New England waters, the nine females showed a pro-
gressive increase in ova measurements from Decembe.r to April.
It was concluded that the seasonal development of the repro-
ductive structures in these wintering over fish paralleled
d,evelQpment of bass loea'ted on their spawning grounds in
Chesapeake Bay. I'll take this study a step further and
suggest that the reason those fish were way up that estuary
near its fresh water inflow was in preparation for spawning.
Based on studies of other spawning bass, these fish had pro-
bably returned to where they wer.e spawned.
This study and historical evidence infers to us that
s'tripers probably spawned in every accessible, appropr.iate
estuary along the northeast coast. This opens up the pos~
sibility of a long-range management plan, the goal to restore
bass to their original spawning areas and/or develop new ones.
When I think of the highly polluted coastal rivers along the
New England and Middle Atlantic coasts, I'm aware that the
task is a formidable one, but maybe as environmental protec~ion
standards are enforced and industrial and residential pollution
is controlled, these rivers will begin to clean up and maybe
some day baby stripers can be re-introduced and maybe bass
hatcheries can be developed along their shores. Research
efforts should concentrate on studying the affects of toxins
and pollutants on the striper's life cycle and on a better
understanding of natural periodicity uno its causes.
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There has been discussion of imposing a license on salt~
water sports fishermen to cat:ch bass. Again, that would give
the illusion of something being done and at this time the
fisherman would be made to pay for the lack of coordinated
effective management of which he or she is the victim. Maybe
once that coastwide regulation is enacted, a support fee
might have to be considered specifically to help defray
enforcement expenses. If Congress can appropriate 4.7
million for study and reports, there should be some mechanism
for obtaining funds for management. Surveys of rod and reel
fisherm~n in Rhode Island have Shown that most are in favor
of management regulations for the striper, but the overwhelrn-
13
ing majority are opposed to a saltwater license.
FrOm a personal point of view, I need a license to practice
my profession, to drive my car, to go freshwater fishin~, to
operate my boat, I'm taxed on my property, my income, on
luxuries, on the gas I need to use, I'm restricted by an
array of federal, state and local regulations. One of the
last freedoms that I cherish is to be able to go to the ocean
and fish without the tension of being licensed and regulated.
For me a saltwater license would be like being licensed to
breathe fresh air.
13peter Marx, "The Attitudes and Perceptions of Rod
and Reel Fishermen: An Analysis of Rhode Island Striped
Bass Fishery." Master's degree thesis, university of Rhode
Island, 1980.
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In summary, striped bass schools are steadily declining
and if the current rate of decline continues, the striper
will become an endangered species. The cause of this tragedy
is multifactored and includes heavy unlimited sports fishing
with depletion of the big fish by the modern use of live
baits, commercial netting of the migratory female fish and
the prebreeding schools, reduction, alteration and pollution
effects on the spawning grounds and natural periodicity.
In order to insure good striped bass fishing, the time
is now to confront these factors, by coastwide regulation on
the size and numbers of bass kept, by halting all commercial
fishing and selling of bass until there is sufficient
recovery, by continued study of the effects of chemicals
and physical assaults on the life cycle, by wise management
of their breeding areas, by development of striped bass
hatcheries and by restoration of their former spawning
estuaries.
If these actions are taken, there might be a possibility
of approaching the abundance of bass that Capt. John Smith
noted when he explored Chesapeake Bay in 1607 and then
14
wrote "There are such multitudes that I have seen stopped
close in the river at one tyde so many as will loade a ship
of 100 tonnes. I myselfe, at the turning of the tyde have
seene such multitudes pass out of a pounde that it seemed
to me that one might go over their backs drishod,11 and the
14A. J. McClane, The Encyclopedia of Fish Cookery, (New
York: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1977), p. 384.
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surfcaster of the early 1900's as quo~ed in Merrimanfs work
saying "As for quantity almost any time through lat.e summer
and into late October provided one knew the ropes one could
almost literally fill a wagon."
I d.on't think we can really appreciate how roUGh we have
lost.
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